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Abstract— In this paper, approximate SRAMs are explored
in the context of error-tolerant applications, in which energy
is saved at the cost of the occurrence of read/write errors
(i.e., signal quality degradation). This analysis investigates
variation-resilient techniques that enable dynamic management
of the energy-quality tradeoff down to the bit level. In these
techniques, the different impacts of errors on quality at different
bit positions are explicitly considered as key enabler of energy
savings that are far larger than a simple voltage scaling. The
analysis is based on the experimental results in an energy-quality
scalable 28-nm SRAM and the extrapolation to a wide range of
conditions through the models that combine the individual energy
contributions. Results show that the joint adoption of multiple
bit-level techniques provides substantially larger energy gains
than individual techniques. Compared with the simple voltage
scaling at isoquality, the joint adoption of these techniques can
provide more than 2× energy reduction at negligible area penalty.
Energy savings turn out to be highly sensitive to the choice of
joint techniques, thus showing the crucial importance of dynamic
energy-quality management in approximate SRAMs.

Index Terms— Approximate computing, energy-quality
tradeoff, error tolerant, near threshold, SRAM, ultralow-power
processing, voltage overscaling.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE last years, the approximate computing design
paradigm has been investigated in the context of error-

tolerant applications [1]–[9]. Such applications can tolerate a
certain bit error rate (BER) without severely compromising the
correctness of the overall computation or the user experience.
The related applications have become predominant with the
advent of cloud/mobile computing, e.g., multimedia, big
data, Web search, computer vision, machine learning, sensor
fusion, and augmented reality [1], [10]. Approximations are
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inherent in most image, audio, and video lossy compression
algorithms [11], and introducing approximation at the
hardware level can extend the energy/performance benefits
that are achieved when the quality requirements are relaxed.

Due to their nature, error-tolerant applications allow a more
aggressive supply voltage (VDD) scaling, compared with the
error-free applications where errors are strictly prohibited.
However, when VDD scales down, the impact of process
variations becomes heavier, and the SRAM BER increases
ungracefully (exponentially) at voltages below the minimum
operating voltage Vmin [1]–[10]. Hence, very limited voltage
and energy reduction are actually possible under practical
quality targets [12], [13]. At the system level, the ungraceful
quality degradation is an even more crucial limit, as the SRAM
typically limits the overall minimum voltage [14]–[20].

In general, the impact of errors on quality is different for
different bit positions. For example, the quality of the user
experience in multimedia applications is mainly defined by the
most significant bits (MSBs) [21]–[26]. This is true also for a
very wide range of applications, such as big data, multimedia,
machine learning, and several others [27]. In SRAMs, this
observation has been exploited by: 1) storing MSBs in more
robust bitcells (i.e., larger transistor size/count and supply
voltage), while saving area and/or energy in LSBs by using
bitcells with a smaller footprint [21]–[23]; 2) suppressing part
of their error correcting code (ECC) bits [24]; and 3) lowering
their supply voltage [26]. Unfortunately, the first and second
classes of approximate SRAMs set a fixed energy-quality
tradeoff at design time [21]–[24], and are, hence, unable to
dynamically track the time-varying quality requirement and
correspondingly minimize the energy [1]–[10]. These tech-
niques require costly bitcell redesign and manual array reor-
ganization. In addition, none of these three classes addresses
the fundamental issue of the ungraceful quality degradation
at low voltages and the resulting limit to true energy savings.
The first SRAM with dynamic error-quality management and
graceful quality degradation was proposed in [12]. Selective
techniques were introduced to enable dynamic management of
the energy-quality tradeoff down to the bit level. The ability
to improve the resiliency of a dynamically adjustable number
of bits permits to: 1) achieve graceful quality degradation at
low VDD; 2) limit the energy cost of improved resiliency for
a given quality; and 3) enable more aggressive voltage/energy
scaling for quadratic energy reduction [12].

This paper presents a wide exploration of several selective
bit-level techniques to manage the energy-quality tradeoff,
through energy-quality models that are solidly based on
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measurements of a 28-nm SRAM testchip [12]. As a main
contribution, this paper provides: 1) an insight into the energy
gains of each technique under a wide range of conditions
(e.g., voltage, bank size, and word size), providing justifica-
tion to trends and technology-independent results whenever
possible; 2) a wider comparison that includes five bit-level
techniques; 3) the investigation of the impact of ECC code
on the energy-quality tradeoff; and 4) the first investigation
of the joint adoption of multiple bit-level techniques and their
interaction.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the BER-quality relationship in error-tolerant SRAMs.
Sections III–V deal with the individual selective techniques
to manage the energy-quality tradeoff. The joint adoption of
these techniques is explored in Section VI, and its dynamic
adjustment is discussed in Section VII. Conclusions are drawn
in Section VIII. The Appendix provides details on the analysis
methods.

II. ERROR-TOLERANT SRAMs: ERRORS AND QUALITY

SRAM bitcell read/write errors are mainly determined by
the inadequate bitcell read margin (RM) and write mar-
gin (WM) [14]. Although these contributions appear to be
random across different dice, they repeatedly have the same
effect in a given die.1 Since variations affect RM and WM in
an opposite way, the process corner defines the critical margin
between the two: the slow–fast (SF) corner makes the bitcell
write critical (i.e., inadequate WM is responsible for nearly
all bitcell failures), whereas the fast–slow corner makes the
read critical. Adequately robust operation is required at both
corners to keep write and read failures under control.

Under traditional SRAM designs, no differentiation is made
across bitcells, and failures occur uniformly within the array.
When VDD is scaled down, the process variations degrade both
WM and RM, thus determining the well-known exponential
increase in the read and write BERs at lower voltages, which
ultimately results in a very ungraceful quality degradation at
low voltages [21]–[25]. Although the quality is qualitatively
related to the BER, their relationship strongly depends on the
application and the data representation. In image and video
processing, a widely used metric is the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR), which is defined as the ratio of the largest pixel
value and the rms error [29]. This metric retains the meaning
of SNR even when used in other applications.2 Accordingly,
PSNR will be used as a quality metric for the following
examples in the image/video processing domain, although it
actually quantifies the impact of failures in a much broader
range of applications. Fig. 1 shows the measured dependence
of PSNR on BER for the realized 28-nm SRAM testchip [12].
Practical PSNR targets are in the order of 25–30 dB or

1This paper ignores other sources of bit failures that are occasional
(e.g., soft errors) or random (e.g., erratic bits) in a specific die, as their
error rates are negligible compared with those encountered in error-tolerant
applications [28].

2In the definition of PSNR, the failures are treated as noise. In applications
different from image/video processing, the only difference is that the pixel
is replaced by a string of bits that quantify the information of interest
(e.g., a sample in signal processing). By definition, the higher values of PSNR
correspond to higher quality.

Fig. 1. Measured BER and resulting PSNR versus VDD
(SF corner, 22 °C) [12].

Fig. 2. Schematic of the selective bitline precharge enabling the bit dropping
technique [circuit details on SNBB are also shown (see Section IV for
details)].

higher [25], [29]. Our analysis shows that the measured PSNR
is highly consistent across all image benchmarks in [30], with
a maximum deviation of only 0.6 dB (and 0.3 dB on average),
thus confirming the suitability of PSNR as a representative and
general metric.

III. LSB DROPPING AND DUAL-VDD TECHNIQUES

UNDER VOLTAGE SCALING

In this section, LSB dropping and dual-VDD techniques
are explored to reduce energy when lower bit precision is
acceptable. Bit dropping consists in disabling the bitlines
corresponding to a given number of LSBs, to linearly reduce
the energy at reduced quality. This is different from the
dual-VDD scheme in [26], where the LSBs are instead powered
at lower supply voltage, rather than being dropped. At the
circuit level, bit dropping is implemented within the bitline
precharge circuit, as shown in Fig. 2. The drop signal disables
the precharge circuit during read and write operations, thus
saving dynamic energy. Fig. 3 shows the PSNR versus the
number of dropped LSBs, based on measurements on the
testchip for video processing in [12] and the analysis method-
ology in the Appendix, assuming that the 32-bit SRAM word
comprises four 8-bit pixels. From Fig. 3, the quality of the
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Fig. 3. Measured PSNR for bit dropping and dual-VDD scheme [26]
versus number of dropped/low-VDD LSBs at VDD = 0.8 V (write-critical
corner, 22 °C, VDD = 0.5 V for low-VDD LSBs in dual-VDD scheme).

Fig. 4. Measured energy-quality tradeoff for pure voltage scaling and bit
dropping technique (22 °C). (a) Read-critical corner. (b) Write-critical corner.

dual-VDD scheme in [26] is approximately the same as bit
dropping, as expected from the ungraceful BER increase in
LSBs at lower voltages, which makes LSBs mostly incorrect,
which is indeed equivalent to the case of their complete
suppression. From Fig. 3, the quality decays by 6 dB for each
additional dropped bit, as expected from the quantization noise
theory3 [32].

The above results clearly show that the LSB dropping is a
more energywise approach, since it completely eliminates the

3LSB dropping is equivalent to degrading resolution by one bit, increasing
the quantization noise and degrading the SNR by 6 dB/bit [32].

energy associated with dropped bitlines at very similar quality
as in [26]. The circuit implementation of LSB dropping is
very simple and has negligible area cost, as it simply needs
to precharge both bitlines to zero, when the corresponding bit
needs to be dropped. Instead, the scheme in [26] requires the
insertion of buffers in the intermediate sections of wordlines,
which increases the memory area, makes it harder to maintain
regularity, and gives rise to reliability issues. From the point of
view of the energy-quality tradeoff, LSB dropping is equally
effective at any corner, as it simply reduces the activity and,
hence, the energy associated with the corresponding bitlines,
regardless of voltage and process variations.

Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the energy-quality tradeoff under
joint bit dropping and voltage scaling for read- and write-
critical corners, respectively. In this case, the quality is
degraded due to the loss of information on the dropped
LSBs and the bitcell failures at low voltage. The former
contribution dominates at higher voltages [0.75 V or more
in Fig. 4(a) and (b)], and the PSNR, hence, saturates to a
value that decreases when a larger number of bits is dropped.
On the other hand, at lower voltages, the bitcell failures
dominate and the PSNR is further reduced. By the definition
of PSNR, the absolute value at which it saturates at higher
voltages depends on the specific data set considered (e.g.,
image and frame). However, the distance between the value
at which PSNR saturates at different numbers of dropped bits
is independent of the specific data set. More specifically, an
increase in the number of dropped bits by one reduces the
effective resolution by one bit, thus degrading the SNR due
to quantization (hence, PSNR) by 6 dB, as expected from
the quantization noise theory [32]. All PSNR-energy values
have been measured at the maximum operating frequency,
thus the failures are due to degraded cell margins, and not to
timing failures. It is worth noting that the PSNR is calculated
with respect to the original reference image, that is quantized
with 8-bit per pixel, hence, when no error occurs, the PSNR
assumes an infinite value by definition.

From a design standpoint, the number of dropped bits needs
to be set to minimize the energy while achieving the targeted
quality. On this respect, let us compare the energy-quality
curves of two arbitrary configurations that drop i and (i − 1)
LSBs in Fig. 4(a) and (b), under the same VDD. Here, i is
assumed to be small enough to make the targeted PSNR
achievable, i.e., the quality under i dropped bits saturates at
a PSNR that is larger than the targeted one [clearly, the same
holds for the case of (i − 1) dropped bits, as the quality
saturates at even larger PSNR]. Due to the above discussed
quality saturation (i.e., energy vertical asymptote), the curve
with i dropped bits is more energy efficient for PSNR lower
than its saturation value, compared with the configuration
with (i − 1) dropped bits. For example, dropping four bits
is more energy efficient than dropping three or less bits for
PSNR <32 dB.

Once the number of dropped bits is set, the voltage scaling
enables further energy reduction, which in Fig. 4(a) and (b)
is, respectively, up to 1.28× and 1.5× for the read- and write-
critical corners, for practical quality targets of 30 dB and
higher.
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Fig. 5. Measured energy-PSNR tradeoff under SNBB (write-critical
corner, 22 °C, −130 mV NBB voltage) and SECC Hamming(15, 11).

From the same figures, the minimum energy point is slightly
affected by the bit dropping. Indeed, the minimum energy
under pure voltage scaling is obtained at VDD,min = 0.55 V,
whereas it is obtained at 0.6 V when three or more LSBs are
dropped.

Finally, the energy savings associated with bit dropping
are essentially proportional to the number of dropped bits,
regardless of the array size and the word length. Hence, the
latter two parameters do not affect the above presented results.

IV. SELECTIVE ASSIST UNDER VOLTAGE SCALING

LSB dropping achieves linear energy reduction by reducing
the effective resolution of the stored data. More substantial
energy savings (e.g., quadratic) require aggressive VDD
reduction, which in turn is severely limited by the ungraceful
quality degradation at low voltages. To make such degradation
graceful, the traditional variation-resilient (assist) techniques
can be unconventionally used to improve the robustness of
an adjustable number of MSBs (as set by the quality target),
leaving LSBs unprotected to minimize the assist energy
cost [12]. The ultimate goal of this approach is to make the
energy-quality tradeoff more favorable when a chip is skewed
toward the write-critical process corner. In the following,
we will consider negative bitline boosting (NBB) as a
representative example of the write-assist technique. Any other
column-based assist technique is suitable for the same purpose.

In NBB, a strong zero is written on the bitcell by setting the
corresponding bitline voltage to a negative voltage −�V boost
instead of ground [33], thus improving the write-ability of the
bitcell. Only two additional transistors per column are needed
in the precharge circuit to select either ground or −�V boost
voltage, which is provided off-chip for simplicity,4 as depicted
in Fig. 2. In columns, where NBB is activated, the write energy
per bitline is increased by a factor [(VDD + �Vboost)/VDD]2,

4An on-chip implementation would slightly increase the energy entailed by
NBB, due to the nonideal efficiency of the boosting circuitry. In this case,
the proposed selective techniques would exhibit an even larger advantage,
as a more pronounced energy reduction would be allowed by the selective
suppression of NBB in LSBs.

Fig. 6. Net energy saving of SNBB versus simple voltage scaling for different
SRAM sizes (simulation, SF corner, VDD = 0.55 V, T = 22 °C).

due to the increase in the bitline voltage swing. In the fol-
lowing, the notation boost[i − j ] indicates that selective NBB
(SNBB) is enabled for the columns i . . . j . As an example, the
boosting voltage that is required to ensure a given BER target
at VDD = 0.5 V is shown in Table I. The latter shows that the
BER improves very rapidly when increasing �V boost, and the
values of �V boost that cover practical BER targets are in the
range of 100–150 mV.

From the above considerations, the SNBB permits to reduce
the energy cost of NBB, by restricting it to a fraction of the bit
positions. This provides significant energy savings compared
with a traditional approach, where errors are equally prevented
at all bit positions, as discussed.

A. SNBB Under Voltage Scaling

The measured energy-PSNR tradeoff obtained under SNBB
is plotted in Fig. 5 [12]. Being a write-assist technique,
SNBB is effective at the write-critical corner, and irrelevant
at the read-critical corner (the related curves are omitted
accordingly). The quality improves when increasing the
number of boosted columns for a given VDD, thus permitting
to further reduce VDD (i.e., energy) for a given quality target.
The net energy saving comes from the difference of the
energy reduction due to the decrease in VDD and the additional
energy spent for bitline boosting. As an example, in Fig. 5,
the boost[7-4] configuration reduces energy (voltage) by up
to 1.54× (from 0.75 down to 0.55 V) compared with a pure
voltage scaling at isoquality. Other SNBB schemes offer
different energy/quality tradeoffs. For low values of PSNR
around 25–30 dB, boost[7-6] is the most energy-efficient con-
figuration, with an energy saving over a pure voltage scaling
of 1.31×. At higher PSNR (∼45 dB), boost[7-2] turns out to
be the most energy efficient, with an energy saving of 1.5×.

Observe that the pure voltage scaling exhibits a minimum
energy point that is placed at impractically low-quality targets,
and is, hence, unreachable in practical cases. Instead, the
minimum energy point under SNBB is always within practical
quality targets. From Fig. 5, the energy-quality curves under
SNBB are similar, as they essentially differ for a rigid shift to
the left, for schemes with a lower number of boosted bitlines.
A left-shift by ∼6 dB is observed when the number of boosted
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Fig. 7. Energy-PSNR tradeoff under SNBB on the same array with 16-bit
subword (measurements, write-critical corner, 22 °C).

bitlines is reduced by one, as expected from the corresponding
resolution reduction [32].

B. Impact of Array Size and Subword Length

Larger array sizes increase the total number of errors but
keep the same BER and the same random distribution across
bit positions. On the other hand, the quality is essentially
affected by the probability of having errors in MSBs, which
clearly does not change due an increase in the array size due to
the same random distribution. Hence, the quality is essentially
unaffected by the array size. This was confirmed by extensive
MATLAB simulations that assumed random distributions with
the same BER as the considered testchip5 (omitted for the
sake of brevity). Results show that the PSNR varies by less
than 1 dB when increasing the array size from 32 to 128 kb
at VDD = 0.7 V or less. Similarly, the energy savings are
essentially the same regardless of the array size, as shown
in Fig. 6. Thus, the above results on the energy-quality tradeoff
are generally valid, independent of the array size.

The results presented in Section VI-A can be generalized to
arbitrary array subword length. Indeed, for the same reasons
discussed in Section VI-A, the energy-quality curves under
SNBB are expected to approximately differ by a 6-dB rigid
shift to the left, for each reduction in the number of boosted
bitlines by one. This is confirmed in Fig. 7, which plots the
energy-quality tradeoff for a 32-kb array with the 32-bit word
reorganized into two 16-bit sub- words. For example, the min-
imum energy point of the boost[15-10] configuration is placed
at 12 dB to the left compared with boost[15-8], as the latter has
two additional boosted bitlines compared with the former.

To gain a deeper insight into the impact of the subword
length, let us estimate the PSNR degradation when B < N
columns are boosted and the same information (i.e., with
the same peak value) is represented with doubled number of
bits (i.e., from N to 2N). For the N-bit subword, the errors
and the corresponding noise are confined in the least N − B
positions. In the case of 2N-bit subword, the additional N
unprotected LSBs introduce an overall noise contribution that

5In MATLAB simulations, the measured bitcell failure positions were
simply randomly shuffled to mimic the behavior of a large number of dice,
as an appropriate for the random variations under consideration.

Fig. 8. PSNR versus supply voltage for several ECC schemes (read-critical
corner).

is comparable6 with the noise contribution of the single bit
that is immediately more significant (i.e., the LSB in the N-bit
subword). Hence, the PSNR degradation due to the subword
length doubling is equivalent to the PSNR degradation due
to errors in the LSB of the original N-bit subword, which in
turn amounts to ∼6 dB, as discussed above. This is confirmed
in Figs. 5 and 7, as the energy-PSNR curves in Fig. 7 are
shifted to the left by ∼6 dB when boosting four bitlines in
a 16-bit subword (boost[15-12] in Fig. 7), as compared with
the 8-bit subword with the same number of boosted bitlines
(boost[7-4]) in Fig. 5.

A more pronounced energy benefit from SNBB is found
in arrays with a longer subword under the same number of
boosted bitlines. As an example, Fig. 8 shows that the SNBB
enables an energy saving by up to 1.61× with respect to pure
voltage scaling under 16-bit subword, as compared with 1.54×
found in 8-bit subword with the same four boosted bitlines
(see Fig. 6). This is because the energy cost of the same
number of boosted bitlines is amortized across a larger number
of columns in the case of doubled subword length, thus the
NBB energy cost becomes a smaller fraction of the total
energy.7

V. SELECTIVE ECC UNDER VOLTAGE SCALING

As another fundamental class of variation-resilient tech-
niques, ECC corrects errors regardless of their nature
(write or read). As opposed to the traditional uniform ECC that
equally protects all bits [35], selective ECC (SECC) mitigates
failures only in bit positions that have a stronger impact on
quality [36]. In [36], extra (redundant) columns were added to

6In the 2N -bit subword, the total weight of the added faulty N bits is∑−1
i=−N 2i ≈ 2N−1, i.e., it is approximately equal to the weight 2N−1 of

the immediately more significant bit (i.e., the LSB in the N -bit subword).
Hence, the noise contribution of the added N bits is equivalent to the noise
contribution of errors in the LSB in the original N -bit subword.

7Energy (including bitcell, bitline and sensing energy) increases linearly as
the number of bitlines switching increases. On the other hand, the energy
associated with the wordline (from decoder to wordline buffers and wordline
wire) increases sublinearly, since their dominant energy contribution (wordline
buffers) typically increases in a logarithmic fashion [34].
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TABLE I

δ Vboost FOR ERROR-FREE WRITE OPERATION (VDD=500 MV)

Fig. 9. Description of considered Hamming ECC schemes.

store the ECC check bits at the cost of larger area, and they
were selectively activated depending on the targeted quality.
On the other hand, in this paper, we explore an SECC scheme
that has no redundant columns, as check bits are available
from unused (dropped) LSBs, thus saving area and energy.
Interestingly, such reuse of LSBs as check bits for MSBs will
be shown to be substantially more energy efficient than the
mere bit dropping and dual-VDD schemes. Results will show
that this approach is rather effective when a chip is skewed
toward the read-critical process corner.

In the following, we consider the class of Single Error
Correction (SEC) codes of (n, k) Hamming codes, where
k indicates the number of the information bits (i.e., pro-
tected) and n is the code length (total number of informa-
tion and check bits). These codes are well known for their
low hardware complexity, whereas alternative codes, such
as BCH and Reed–Solomon, suffer from substantially larger
complexity, which makes them impractical for error-tolerant
applications [37]. Table II summarizes the required number of
check bits for various practical numbers of information bits
in (n, k) Hamming codes. Table I shows that a reasonable
energy overhead due to check bits is achieved for k in the
order of tens or more. On the other hand, the low values of
k and n are desirable from the quality point of view at very
low voltages, since error-tolerant arrays operate in relatively
high failure rate regime, as opposed to error-free memories.
Hence, SEC codes with the high values of n are actually
significantly more prone to failures at low voltages, due to the

Fig. 10. Qualitative trend of PSNR versus supply voltage for SECC schemes.

TABLE II

REQUIRED NO. OF CHECK BITS VS NO. OF INFORMATION BITS

higher probability of multiple errors. Accordingly, the choice
of the ECC code has a major impact on the energy-quality
tradeoff at ultralow voltages.

The impact of the code on the energy-quality tradeoff
was investigated via simulations based on the measured error
map of the 32-kb memory testchip at different voltages (see
the Appendix for details on measurements). The impact of
the code on the energy was found to be negligible, as the
energy cost of the related SECC encoder/decoder is always
lower than 5% across codes and voltages, and typically
even lower. Fig. 8 shows the quality versus VDD for the
wide range of codes listed in Fig. 9, which summarizes
the operation of each code. As an example from Fig. 9,
the (3,1) code individually protects each 8-bit subword
(i.e., pixel), with its MSB being protected by using the last
two LSBs as check bits.

More in general, the check bits can be shared among
different subwords, as in the (7, 4) code where the first MSB of
each group of four subwords is protected and the last LSB of
three subwords acts as check bits. Fig. 8 shows a fundamental
difference between very low and higher voltages. At very low
voltages, the codes with a smaller n produce a higher PSNR
at very low VDD, whereas an opposite trend is observed for
higher voltages. For example, at VDD = 0.5 V, the (3, 1) code
produces the higher PSNR among all codes in Fig. 9. In the
same range of very low voltages, all other codes (i.e., with
larger n) lead to worse quality due to the very high failure
rate and, hence, have a higher probability of experiencing
double (or higher order) errors. However, the superiority of
the (3, 1) code is observed only at impractically low-quality
targets (PSNR <18 dB). Hence, the adoption of very low n is
not an option from a quality perspective.
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Interestingly, the code leading to the best quality actually
depends on the quality target range, and it does not necessarily
have the largest n. From Fig. 8, for low to medium PSNR
targets (25–40 dB), the (15, 11) Hamming code obtains the
best performance. For higher PSNR targets (40–45 dB), the
(31, 26) code outperforms the others in terms of quality.
However, the latter code uses five check bits (the last LSB
of each pixel grouped in set of five), whereas the informa-
tion bits span over a group of eight pixels which implies
that the eight pixels should be accessed at a time during a
write/read operation (the memory word should be composed of
8 × 8 = 64 bits). For even higher PSNR targets (45–53 dB)
and VDD between 0.7 and 0.8 V, the highest quality is achieved
with the (31, 26) code. Hence, in general, higher quality targets
require both larger voltages and the adoption of an SECC code
with progressively larger n.

Each PSNR curve in Fig. 8 has the qualitative trend
of Fig. 10, which increases as VDD increases, until it reaches
a saturation value. At large enough voltages, the BER is
exponentially reduced and each subword has at most one
error, which can be corrected by the SECC code. In this
low failure rate regime, the PSNR is essentially set by the
effective length subword, which is reduced by the presence
of the LSBs that are used as check bits instead of carrying
additional information.

On the other hand, at lower voltages, the failure rate is much
higher and the PSNR is dominated by the multiple errors per
subwords, as they cannot be corrected by the SECC code.
From Fig. 9 and Table II, the fraction of bits utilized as check
bits is smaller for SECC codes with larger n, which explains
why codes with larger n in Fig. 8 saturate at larger PSNR.
However, from Fig. 8, the SECC codes with larger n also lead
to a lower PSNR in the high failure rate regime, as shown
in Fig. 9. This justifies why the quality-optimal code has a
progressively higher n at larger VDD.

As confirmed in Fig. 8, the codes that reserve more than
one LSB as check bits have a lower saturation value of
PSNR (∼43 dB) compared with the codes using only one LSB
as check bit.

A. Design Considerations on Selective ECC

According to the above considerations, quality is
substantially affected by both the choice of the SECC
code and the operating voltage. Interestingly, the two knobs
are interdependent, as the quality-optimal code actually
depends on VDD itself. Hence, as already observed for the
other selective techniques, SECC and voltage scaling need
to be co-optimized to truly minimize energy for a given
quality target. However, nearly minimum energy operation
can be actually achieved by adopting a single code across the
entire voltage range. For example, the adoption of the single
(15, 11) code across different voltages is actually a highly
reasonable choice in view of the following observations.

1) It has a low number of LSBs used as check bits (only
one LSB per 8-bit subword).

2) It exhibits the best PSNR in the range 25–39 dB
(i.e., when the quality starts to be acceptable), and has a

Fig. 11. Energy-PSNR tradeoff for several SECC schemes.

PSNR that is very close (within 1 dB) to the best even
beyond 40 dB.

In addition, the (15, 11) code implementation is relatively
simple, especially compared with the codes with larger n, due
to the rapid complexity increase with larger n. Indeed, such
codes are typically implemented as an XOR tree, whose size
depends on the values of n and k, as summarized in Table III
(two-input XOR is adopted as a building block). Results are
obtained through automated synthesis in the adopted 28-nm
technology, and the energy has been evaluated through circuit
simulations at VDD = 0.55 V, which defines the minimum
energy point, as will be shown later. From Table II, the
(15, 11) code has a significant lower gate count (3.45×),
area (3.1×), and energy dissipation (1.31×) compared with
the (31, 26) code, while assuring essentially the same PSNR
for quality targets above 40 dB. Hence, the (15, 11) code
represents a good compromise in terms of circuit complexity
(i.e., area/energy overhead) and quality at ultralow voltage.
According to the above considerations, the SECC encoder
and decoder have a small impact on the total area and energy.
The area (energy) cost is only 1% (0.4%) for the (15, 11)
code and 4% (1.7%) even for the (38, 32) code.

Regarding the overall energy-quality tradeoff, Fig. 11 shows
the array energy-PSNR tradeoff achievable by each SECC.
As expected from the above considerations, the (15, 11) code
is confirmed to be the most energy-efficient for PSNR ≤43 dB.
For larger PSNR values, the (31, 26) code has slightly better
energy efficiency, although (15, 11) achieves almost the same
PSNR at isoenergy. This is because (15, 11) has essentially
the same quality as (31, 26) at given VDD, thus confirming
that (15, 11) is the best choice across practical PSNR targets.

Summarizing, the addition of SECC introduces a negligible
energy and area overhead, while making quality degradation
substantially more graceful than pure voltage scaling. This
ultimately justifies the above energy improvements over pure
voltage scaling at a given quality.

B. Energy-Quality Tradeoff of Single SECC
at Different Values of VD D

In this section, the measured energy-quality tradeoff is
analyzed assuming that the (15, 11) code is adopted across the
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TABLE III

ENCODER/DECODER CIRCUIT COMPLEXITY VS. ECC SCHEME)

Fig. 12. Energy-PSNR tradeoff for the Hamming (15, 11) SECC technique
(measurements, read-critical corner, 22 °C).

entire considered voltage range, as pointed out in Section V-A.
As expected from Fig. 9, the (15, 11) code is able to correct
most of the errors occurring in the position 7-5 of each 8-bit
subword. The very few remaining errors are due to multiple
error events, which cannot be corrected by Hamming(15, 11),
and/or to the asymmetry of the code that can protect three
MSBs of the first three subwords and only two MSBs of the
remaining one (see Fig. 9).

The measured energy-quality tradeoff under the
Hamming(15, 11) SECC is plotted in Figs. 5 and 12
for the write- and read-critical corners. As ECC is able to
correct single write and read failures, the Hamming(15, 11)
SECC scheme typically produces a significant increase in the
PSNR, or enables substantial voltage and energy reduction at
given PSNR. For example, from Fig. 12, the SECC scheme is
able to save 1.39× of total energy at PSNR =30 dB. This net
saving includes the energy cost of the SECC encoder/decoder,
which is negligible compared with energy dissipated by the
array. Measurements indicate that the SECC encoder/decoder
accounts for an increase in the energy consumption by less
than 3% (2%) during a write (read) access.

At the same time, the additional SECC delay reduces the
maximum frequency fmax by up to 4%, Such small perfor-
mance penalty can be easily recovered through a very small
voltage increase (∼10 mV) and, hence, at insignificant energy
cost. Overall, the presence of the SECC encoder/decoder
enables substantial energy reduction at an energy cost that
is only a few percentage points.

Fig. 13. Energy-PSNR trade-off for the Hamming (15,11) selective ECC
technique and 16-bit sub-word (measurements, read-critical corner, 22 °C).

Fig. 14. Energy-PSNR trade-off for the proposed SNBB technique combined
with bit dropping (measurements, write-critical corner, 22 °C).

As expected, the energy benefit offered by the SECC is
smaller than that provided by SNBB in Section IV. Indeed,
the SNBB is able to correct all errors occurring in the boosted
bitlines, whereas the SECC is able to correct only a single
error (see Fig. 9). As expected, the PSNR in Figs. 5 and 12
saturates due to the information loss associated with the usage
of one LSB as check bit. In addition, the SECC provides a
pronounced energy benefit over a pure voltage scaling for
all practical PSNR targets. Instead, at very low voltages,
the SECC does not provide any quality (or energy) benefit,
because the failure rate becomes so high that double and higher
order errors are very likely to occur (which SECC is not able
to correct).
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Fig. 15. Energy-PSNR trade-off for the proposed SECC technique combined
with bit dropping (measurements, read-critical corner, 22 °C).

C. Impact of Array Size and Subword Length

In general, the effectiveness of SECC may depend on
the array size and the subword length. As discussed
in Section IV-B, the quality is essentially unaffected by the
array size; hence, the above results on the energy-quality
tradeoff are valid in general, regardless of the array size.
On the other hand, the energy benefit of SECC tends to slightly
increase under longer subwords. This can be explained by
considering that the quality saturates to a level that is dictated
by the subword length (i.e., the corresponding precision), as
discussed in Section III. When the quality target is close to the
saturation value, the energy penalty tends to increase faster,
due to the steeper slope of the energy-quality curve close
to the quality asymptote [Fig. 4(a) and (b)]. Since longer
subwords saturate at higher quality levels, for intermediate
quality targets, the energy has a slower increase than shorter
subwords, due to their lower steepness of the energy-quality
curve. Hence, for intermediate quality targets, the energy of
longer subwords tends to be smaller than shorter subwords,
although the resulting energy advantage tends to be rather
limited (3% when doubling the subword in the considered
testchip).

As an example, Fig. 13 shows the energy-quality tradeoff
with subword extended to 16 bits. The only difference
compared with the previous numerical examples is that
each word comprises two 16-bit subwords, instead of
four 8-bit subwords. The bits of each subword have been
physically interleaved as in Fig. 16 in order to reuse the same
available SECC and boosting auxiliary circuits that have been
originally designed for 8-bit subwords. In this way, the same
Hamming(15, 11) SECC scheme (and, hence, energy/area
overhead) is implemented, thus enabling a fair comparison
with the (15, 11) scheme that was previously considered for
four 8-bit subwords. As expected, the PSNR under the 16-bit
subword saturates at a much larger value of PSNR (>90 dB),
as compared with the saturation value of 50 dB under 8-bit
subwords (see Figs. 5 and 12). This justifies why the energy
benefit of SECC over pure voltage scaling in Fig. 13 is
slightly increased to 1.43× at PSNR ∼30 dB, compared with

Fig. 16. Energy saving w. r. t. pure voltage scaling vs. PSNR target by
dynamically selecting the energy-optimal configuration (measurements, read-
critical corner, 22 °C).

the 1.39× achieved in Fig. 12 for 8-bit subwords. Moreover,
Fig. 13 confirms the energy saving opportunity that the SECC
offers by reusing the LSBs as check bits compared with
the simple LSBs dropping. In the considered case, keeping
the LSBs inactive entails a loss of resolution of two LSBs
(one LSB for each 8-bit group, thus two LSBs for each 16-bit
subword) and the obtained energy saving is only 1.09× at
PSNR ∼30 dB.

VI. SYNERGISTIC ADOPTION OF MULTIPLE SELECTIVE

TECHNIQUES FOR ENERGY-QUALITY MANAGEMENT

A. Joint Adoption of SNBB, Bit Dropping,
and Voltage Scaling

When a chip is skewed toward the write-critical corner,
the selective assist SNBB can be combined with bit dropping
to further improve the energy-quality tradeoff, compared
with individual application of these techniques. Several
configurations are obtained for the possible combinations of
number of boosted columns and dropped bits. For simplicity,
Fig. 14 shows the energy-quality tradeoff for the most
promising configurations at the write-critical corner, while
omitting the least promising ones.

Regarding quality, from the comparison of Figs. 4(b) and 14,
the PSNR of each configuration under joint SNBB,
bit dropping, and voltage scaling saturates at the same value
that was observed for the individual bit dropping and voltage
scaling at the same number of dropped bits. This is explained
by observing that the quality in Fig. 14 saturates to its
asymptotic value for relatively large voltages (VDD ≥ 0.75 V),
at which the bitcell failure rate is so small that the asymptotic
quality is the same as bit dropping in Fig. 4(b). On the
other hand, at lower voltages, the quality is mainly limited
by bitcell failures rather than the dropped bits. Hence, the
quality is essentially defined by the adopted SNBB scheme,
and is independent of the number of dropped bits. This is
clearly shown in Fig. 14, where the quality at the minimum
energy point of each energy-quality curve is placed at the
same quality as the SNBB scheme in Fig. 5 with the same
number of boosted columns. Hence, once again the reduction
in the number of boosted bitlines by one leads to a 6-dB PSNR
degradation, similar to the individual SNBB approach (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 17. Maximum energy saving for a given PSNR target tradeoff by
dynamically tuning the memory configuration (measurements, write-critical
corner, 22 °C).

In addition, the same 6-dB reduction also occurs for the
PSNR saturation value when the number of dropped LSBs
is increased by one.

In regard to the energy, the comparison of Figs. 5 and 14
shows that the joint SNBB, bit dropping, and voltage scaling
provide substantially better quality than the pure voltage
scaling. Equivalently, the energy efficiency at a given quality
is substantially improved to up to 2× at PSNR ∼30 dB, under
boost[7-5] configuration with four dropped bits. This energy
saving is larger than that of individual SNBB (1.54× from
Fig. 5) and the individual bit dropping with four dropped bits
[1.5× from Fig. 4(b)].

The considerations on the impact of array size and subword
length in Section IV-B can be repeated for the joint SNBB,
bit dropping, and voltage scaling. Hence, the above results and
considerations hold regardless of the array size. In regard to
the subword length, once again a slightly more pronounced
energy benefit is observed under longer subwords (plots are
omitted for the sake of brevity).

B. Joint Adoption of SECC, Bit Dropping,
and Voltage Scaling

When a chip is skewed toward the read-critical corner,
SECC can be combined with bit dropping to enhance the
energy efficiency at a given quality. As shown in Fig. 9, the
first LSB in any subword of the considered codes is used as
check bit, and hence, the joint adoption of SECC requires that
only the bits starting from the second least significant position
are dropped.

Fig. 15 shows the energy-quality tradeoff of joint SECC,
bit dropping, and voltage scaling at the read-critical corner, as
measured from the 32-kb testchip array with 8-bit subwords.

For the reasons explained in Section V-B, the adopted SECC
code is Hamming(15, 11), and the number of dropped bits
ranges from 1 to 3. From Fig. 15, the quality curve saturates
to a level that is defined by the number of dropped bits,
at relatively large voltages (e.g., 0.7 V). This level matches
the saturation value that was observed for the individual bit
dropping technique in Fig. 4(a). Again, this is because the
failure rate at VDD ≥ 0.75 V is so small that the SECC actually
does not introduce any significant quality improvement, and

the quality is actually limited by the information loss due to
the dropped LSBs. On the other hand, the quality at low
voltages is mainly defined by the failure rate, thus SECC
is able to provide significant energy/quality improvement,
as shown by the comparison of Figs. 4(a) and 15.

Quantitatively, the energy improvement of the combination
of SECC, bit dropping, and voltage scaling at 30-dB PSNR
is 1.66×. The latter energy reduction is significantly better
than the value of 1.08× obtained under individual 1-bit
dropping and 1.28× under 3-bit dropping from Fig. 4(a). The
energy reduction enabled by joint SECC, bit dropping, and
voltage scaling is also higher than the value of 1.39× obtained
with SECC and voltage scaling in Fig. 12.

More interestingly, the overall energy saving (i.e., 1.66×)
is even larger than the sum of the savings achieved for each
technique (i.e., 1.08× for 1-bit dropping, 1.39× for SECC).
In other words, these techniques are synergistic and their
appropriate combination can deliver even larger advantages
than the sum of their individual improvements.

From Fig. 15, the energy difference across different numbers
of dropped bits is much smaller than the difference that
was observed for the individual bit dropping with voltage
scaling, as shown in Fig. 4(a). This is because the quality
is limited by the bitcell failures rather than the information
loss in the dropped bits. Hence, dropping a different number
of bits does not significantly affect the quality and, hence,
the energy-quality tradeoff. For the same reasons clarified in
Section V-C, the benefits of the joint SECC and bit dropping
are unaffected by the array size, whereas a slight increase in
the energy reduction (∼3%) has been observed when doubling
the subword length (as in the case of single subword length).

VII. ENERGY-OPTIMAL COMBINATION OF SNBB, SECC,
BIT DROPPING, AND VOLTAGE SCALING

In Section VI, the most promising combinations of SNBB,
SECC, bit dropping, and voltage scaling were explored by
implicitly assuming that the same single configuration was
adopted across all quality targets. However, the different
energy efficiencies of each combination at different quality
targets can be leveraged by optimally selecting the config-
uration that minimizes the energy within each target range.
To this aim, Figs. 16 and 17 show the maximum energy saving
compared with the pure voltage scaling when the configuration
is optimally selected among those considered above, under
a given quality and, respectively, at read- and write-critical
corners.

At the read-critical corner, Fig. 16 shows that the individual
bit dropping is the configuration that exhibits the minimum
energy at very low-quality targets, with an aggressively high
number of dropped bits (e.g., 4). On the other hand, the
pure bit dropping with a few dropped bits (e.g., 1) offers
a very limited energy reduction over a very wide range of
quality targets (PSNR up to 45 dB). At moderate quality
targets (PSNR of 25–40 dB), joint SECC, bit dropping, and
voltage scaling exhibit the best energy efficiency (1.4×–1.7×
energy reduction compared with the pure voltage scaling).
Compared with the very low-quality targets, a lower num-
ber of dropped bits (1 or 2) needs to be adopted in these
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TABLE IV

SUMMARY OF TECHNOLOGY-INDEPENDENT RESULTS (PROCESS-DEPENDENT REPORTED IN PARENTHESIS)

configurations. At very high-quality targets (>40 dB), the
energy benefits of joint techniques decrease rapidly. This is
because these targets require a voltage that is already large
enough such that the BER is relatively small, and hence, the
additional techniques to mitigate errors do not provide any
significant quality improvement. From Fig. 16, suboptimal
configurations offer an energy benefit that is well below the
energy-optimal ones, and joint configurations generally exhibit
better energy efficiency than the individual techniques. Hence,
in practical cases, where the quality target varies over time,
the proper selection of the joint configuration (i.e., run-time
energy-quality management) is essential to truly minimize the
energy.

Similar considerations hold for write-critical corner, as
shown in Fig. 17. Again, the energy saving obtained with
joint adoption of SNBB, bit dropping, and voltage scaling
is maximum at practical quality targets (PSNR ∼25–40 dB),
and is in the range of 1.7×–2.24× compared with the pure
voltage scaling. For the same above reasons, the energy benefit
compared with the pure voltage scaling rapidly decreases
for very high-quality targets. Among all configurations, the
most energy-efficient at low PSNR has an aggressively high
number of dropped bits (e.g., 4) and includes a moderate
amount of SNBB (e.g., two columns every eight). For higher
quality targets, more aggressive SNBB is needed, and the most
energy-efficient configuration includes a progressively lower
number of dropped bits. The energy benefit drops rapidly
for configurations with a few dropped bits. Observe that the
boost configurations in conjunction with the LSBs dropping
are able to trade energy with quality only within a small set
of PSNR.

As highlighted in Fig. 14, boosting a larger number of MSBs
sets the minimum achievable PSNR value, whereas dropping
more LSBs affects the maximum achievable PSNR.

From the above considerations, the appropriate choice of the
combination of the above techniques can provide substantial
energy benefits compared with the simple voltage scaling and
even individual selective techniques, under practical PSNR
requirements.

In particular, the first choice has to be made between SNBB
and SECC at testing or boot time, based on whether the
chip is skewed toward write- or read-critical corners.8 Then,
the chosen technique is mixed with bit dropping and voltage
scaling as explained in Sections VI and VII. Results showed
that the limited bit dropping (e.g., 1 or 2 dropped bits) does
not provide significant energy reduction in any practical case,
and should be, hence, avoided regardless of the specific corner.
In other words, only aggressive bit dropping brings significant
energy advantages, and only for low-quality targets.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, approximate SRAMs for error-tolerant appli-
cations have been widely explored through experimental mea-
surements and extrapolation, targeting energy reductions that
are beyond what pure voltage scaling traditionally allows.
Four highly representative classes of selective (bit level)
techniques to manage the energy-quality tradeoff have been
considered: 1) bit dropping; 2) dual-VDD; 3) assist; and
4) ECC.

8This can be easily done through a complete array scan.
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Results showed that the minimum energy point under simple
voltage scaling occurs at impractically low-quality targets,
and hence, it cannot be really reached. On the other hand,
the energy benefits of selective techniques under voltage
scaling are well centered around practical quality targets, thus
making minimum-energy operation possible. The impact of
the design parameters has been discussed and justified, as is
summarized in Table IV.

Bit dropping alone is always preferable to dual-VDD approx-
imate arrays, and their energy advantage is observed only
at very low-quality targets. At moderate- to high-quality
targets, selective assist and ECC provide the largest energy
benefits (∼1.5×), compared with the voltage scaling. Results
showed that reusing dropped bits as check bits for SECC pro-
vides larger energy benefits than keeping dropped bits inactive,
as more aggressive voltage scaling is enabled at isoquality.
The choice of the ECC code turned out to have a major
impact on the energy-quality tradeoff at ultralow voltages.
As opposed to error-free memories, SECC in approximate
SRAMs with larger number of check bits can actually be more
prone to failures, due to the higher probability of multiple
errors. Analysis showed that the same ECC code can be used
across a wide range of voltages and quality targets, while
keeping the energy rather close to the very minimum, thus
making ECC dynamic reconfiguration inessential. The array
size was shown to have a negligible effect on the above results.
On the other hand, the larger word lengths further emphasize
the above advantages of selective techniques over pure voltage
scaling, with the exception of bit dropping, which is largely
unaffected.

The joint adoption of multiple above techniques was
shown to provide much higher energy benefits (>2×),
compared with pure voltage scaling. In combinations that
include bit dropping, it was shown that the maximum
(asymptotic) quality is set by the number of dropped bits,
whereas the quality at the minimum energy point is set
by the SECC/assist technique. The energy gain was shown
to be very sensitive to the adopted combination, and the
qualitative guidelines were provided to identify the energy-
optimal combination at different levels of quality. No single
combination proved to be the best across different quality
targets. This clearly shows that the dynamic management of
energy-quality tradeoff that optimally selects the technique
combination according to the targeted quality is mandatory
in approximate SRAMs.

In summary, the technology-independent results of the
above analysis are summarized in Table IV, which can be used
as a tool to take preliminary design decisions in approximate
SRAMs. In view of the above discussed large energy
gains (>2×) and negligible area overhead (1%) compared
with the traditional voltage scaling, the synergistic adoption of
multiple selective techniques and voltage scaling is expected
to become a mainstream approach in approximate SRAMs.

APPENDIX

In the following, details are given on how data under
different ECC codes and SRAM design parameters have been
derived in Sections III–VII.

A. Reference Testchip Array, Error Map, and Energy Model

The energy-quality measurements were performed on a
32-kb SRAM testchip with four 128 × 64 sub-banks with
32-bit word, 2:1 column multiplexing, and encoder/decoder
based on the Hamming(15, 11) code [12]. In this testchip,
the corners were emulated by tuning the wordline voltage to
match the simulated BER at the corresponding corners [12].
The wordline voltage adjustment also permits to emulate cell
failures at the far-end of the tails of the distribution, which has
been proven to be useful in the analysis of larger arrays [31].

To explore the quality degradation across different design
scenarios, an error map has been derived through comparison
of the original and the stored version, after going through a
read-after-write access in the available dice. Good agreement
was found between the simulated BER and PSNR and the
measurements, with an average discrepancy of 3.4 dB.

To explore the energy reduction, a measurement-based
SRAM energy model was built by isolating five energy con-
tributions: 1) wordline drivers; 2) encoder/decoder; 3) bitline
boosting circuit; 4) bitline drivers (precharge and data drivers);
and 5) sense amplifier. The first three were directly measured
through explicit supplies, whereas the others were evaluated
from the difference. The MATLAB model was built to com-
bine the above contributions and explore design scenarios
different from the testchip design (e.g., different array sizes
and ECC codes).

B. Analysis of Different SECC Codes

The PSNR-energy and PSNR-VDD tradeoffs for different
SECC codes (Figs. 8, 11, and 13) were derived from
the 32-kb measured error map. The results of the
Hamming(15, 11) code have been directly obtained from
measurements, since the correspondent encoder/decoder was
actually implemented on the testchip. The other Hamming
codes have been investigated via software simulation. The
encoder MATLAB models of the studied Hamming codes
are fed with the image bitstream. The encoder output is then
corrupted according to the measured memory error map. The
corrupted data are then inputted to a MATLAB model of
a corresponding decoder that fixed the errors accordingly.
Finally, the resulting image is reconstructed and compared
with the original one. Such a process is repeated for different
values of VDD and, hence, for the corresponding measured
error map. For each code, the energy of the SRAM was
evaluated through the model in the Appendix, whereas
the contribution of the encoder/decoder circuits for codes
different from Hamming(15, 11) was evaluated via through
postlayout simulations (see Table IV).

C. Analysis of Different SRAM Sizes, Subword Length,
Dropped LSBs, and Dual-VD D

To extrapolate the energy under array sizes larger than
the testchip (see Sections IV-B, V-C), the bitline energy
was obtained by linearly scaling the testchip bitline energy
according to the number of rows in each bank. The bitline
energy increase factor due to NBB was kept fixed, as it does
not depend on the bitline capacitance (see Section IV).
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Regarding the impact of the subword length (see
Sections III-B, VI-B, and V-C), in the example with
16-bit grayscale pixels, the 32-bit data word was split into
two 16-bit subwords (instead of the four 8-bit words in the
testchip). In this case, since the total word length remains
the same, the energy per access is clearly the same as the
testchip, assuming the same array capacity.

The impact of 1–2 dropped bits was studied through
direct measurements, as the testchip is able to drop up to
two LSBs [12]. For a larger number of dropped bits, the
energy was evaluated by subtracting the contribution of the
bitlines and senseamps that were kept inactive, according to
the number of dropped bits and the model in the Appendix.
Regarding the quality, the effect of dropping a bit was simply
emulated by setting to zero all bits in the corresponding bit
position.

The dual-VDD technique in [26] (see Section III and Fig. 3)
was studied through extrapolation from testchip measure-
ments, by mixing the error maps measured at the two voltages.
In detail, each image was read out at 0.5 and 0.8 V, and
the two resulting corrupted images IMG0.5 V and IMG0.8 V
were generated in software. Then, the pixel values of image
IMG0.8 V were replaced by the pixels in IMG0.5 V in the array
locations powered at 0.5 V, as required in the scheme in [26].
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